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Statistical Analysis of Sales Data to
Veriff Appraisal Information *

Bradford Case and John M. Qui$ey

BradJord Cose ts an iratructor tn economics, College oJ WtILiam and
Mary,Willlamsburg, Vtrgtnia. John M. Qutgleg is proJessor oJ

economics and public policg, Untuersttg oJ CaliJornta, Berkeleg.

Statistical models oJ real estate price determtnation can be an important
tool in managing the appraisalJunction. The accuracA oJ these models
depends cructallg on the inclusron oJ all releuant i4formation as weII
as on the correct specification oJ the price Junction.

This paper proposes a hybrtd model oJ the hedonic pri.ce relatioruhtp,
combining inJormation on stngle sales and multiple sales oJ properties.
The paper abo indi.cates the utility oJ such a model tn the uerificatton
oJ appratsal data.

Introduction

Computer-based staUstical models of real estate markets have been em-
ployed for more than twenty years in the assessment, appraisal, and ver-
ification of market prices and in the forecasting of future real estate prices.
Compared with less systematic methods of appraisal and assessment,
computer-based models provide a number of clear advantages. A more
widespread diffusion of computer models into the markets for private and
public sector real estate appraisals depends crucially on exploiting the
advantages of such systematic methods while remaining conscious of their
inherent limitations.

'A previous version of this paper was presented at the Conference on Contemporary
Problems in Assessrnent and Appraisal, Cambridge, lvlA, August 1988. The authors are
grateful to the Llncoln InsUtute of Land Pollcy and the InternaHonal AssoclaUon of As-
sessing Officers for research support.
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In this paper, we. consider the role of computerized appraisal tech-
niques. We dlscuss some of the practical advantages and disadvantages
of statistlcal valuation models and compare a standard regression model
of real estate prices with a weighted repeat sales model. We then suggest
a hybrid approach that incorporates the desirable properties of each method.
We also present and compare empirical estimates of a simple model of real
estate prices usin$ these three methods. Finally, we describe cjne practical
use of these models in the verification of private appraisals.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Statistical Appraisal
Methods

Computer-assisted real estate models offer a number of advantages over
more traditional methods. Perhaps most important, these methods pro-
vide rigorous contols for the varying characteristics of properties. An
importalt factor distinguishing the reai estate market from most other
economic markets is the heterogeneity of the product. This heterogeneity,
or product differentiation, is particularly evident in the residential sector,
where the saie of a property involves a simultaneous transaction in the
markets for land, for structures, for neighborhoods, for locations, and for
access to the local public goods produced by governments. These latter
markets, for neighborhoods, locations, and access to local public goods
such as schools and police protection, include many trades in vaiuable
attributes that are not even produced by landlords or developers.

The computer-assisted models that have been developed to analyze real
estate markets provide well-known methods to control for the joint influ-
ence of these important characteristics on the observed transaction prices
of properties. In this way, they allow the investigation of price trends over
time or the comparison of properties standardize d with respect to all but
one physical or locational characteristic.

A second advantage of computer-based models is that they permit the
partition of the observed variation in real estate prices into individual
determining factors. From the viewpoint of local officials and government
planners, for o<arnple, statistical models can be used to isolate and fore-
cast the price implications of public policies affecting property values,
such as restrictions on the availability of land for development or improve-
ments in accessibility to jobs and amenities. In the private sector, t}le
same partitioning can be used to isolate and estjmate the market return
to investment in particular attributes or tlpes of properties or in partic-
ular locations.,

Finaliy, computerized appraisal models are of considerable potential value
in guiding investors in their porffolio allocations. For example, all so-
phisticated theories of iadividual inveslment conclude that the allocation
of an investment porffolio across securities should depend on the mean
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return and the variability of returns (or risk) to the various kinds of se-
curities. For most lnvestments, historical data permit the returns to be
calculated easily from a lively spot market in the commodity in question.
In real estate markets, however, trades are relatively infrequent. and the
markets are rather thin. Thus the estimailon of an invesbnent return
series for real estate depends crucially on methods of imputation-that
is, on methods that use an observed sample of Eansacflons to lnfer the
market value of the unsold stock of property. Virtually all investnent re-
turn series in real estate are calculated by some form of imputation of
market prices based upon appraisal techniques. Thebe appraisal tech-
niques are ideally suited to computer-ba^sed statisticai modeling to rep-
resent expected property values and price over time.

On the other hand, it must be recognized that computer-assisted real
estate valuation models have ratler weli-defined limitations. Accurate and
reliable statistical analysis depends crucially on identification of the vari-
ables relevant to ttre analysis, as well as on correct specification of the
form in which these variables should be included. If one or more factors
influencing property values are exciuded from the statistical model, the
concltrsions may be systematicaily incorrect. Similarly, even if all relevant
factors are included, if they are sP. -,ied improperly, the results may be
misleading.

Of course, if extraneous information is included in a model it will not
ordinarily affect the results, and statistical methods can help eliminate
extraneous information. But statistical analysis alone cannot establish
whether the relevant information has been captured in any model, nor
can statisticai results alone veriS that the form in whieh this information
has been used is "correct" in any theoretical sense. The models and the
metlods themselves are no substitute for more fundamental inquiry into
tl:e operation of the real estate market. Stated another way, guidance in
the choice of empirical techniques, variables, and sources of data, as well
as the functional form for relationships, depends on a satisfactory theory
of the real estate market.

More generally, if consumers in the market differ by the cost of acquir-
ing information, and suppliers recognize these differences, then tlere
may exist an equilibrium distribution of market prices rather than a sin-
gle market price for comparabie real estate. The funcUon of the appraiser,
then, is to orfuact the "signal" from the "noise" associated with each ob-
servation on real estate transactions. Presumably, as information is re-
vealed over time to partic:..:lts i:r the market, the equilibrium price
distribution will tend to.corlverge to a single market price. However, the
appraisal techniques used may inhibit or encourage this convergence of
equilibrium prices. From this perspectlve, computer-assisted appraisal
techniques may represent the most rigorous systematic method of assim-
iiating informaflon on market.behavior.
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The technolo$cal changes of the past decade have accentuated both the
advantages and the disadvantages of computerized appraisal. Reductions
in the cost of computation and in the availabillty of computers have made
It orhemely lnopenslve to gain access to bastc information on real estate
sales and real estate characteristics. The wide availability of statisUcal
sofhrrare packages has made lt relatively simple for those with only rudi-
mentary training in quantitative methods to esilmate sophisticated sta-
fistcal pricing models. However, the very simplicity of estimation has meant
that decision mahers can easily be inundated with superficially similar
statistical models of appraisal. Models with similar statistical properties,
but using different information (or simply using information differenfly),
may yield quite different forecasts, especially for time periods or properties
outside the range of the sanple used in estimation itself. Only rigorously
specified models using all available information can be e4pected to gen-
erate similar conclusions and forecasts.

Full Use of Available lnformation in ReaI Estate Appraisal
Models

Given the inherent inability of computer appraisal techniques themselves
to establish the "correct" representation of the determinants of real estate
value. and given the tendency of such models to generate incorrect con-
clusions when relevant informaUon is excluded, it is imperative that sta-
tistical methods begin by using all available information in esilmating
market prices. Unfortunately, most current models of reai estate prices
typically fail to use fully the available information on property values, es-
pecially when the same properties are sold several times.

A Hybrid Model

Consider, for example, a regression model of the relailonship between
the value V, of a property at time t, its physical and locational character-
istics, X, and some representation of time:

V, : lX,t). (1)

interpretation of this relationship depends crucially on the inclusion of
the correct set of property characteristics, X, and the correct functional
form,f .), for the regession. Condiflonal upon tlese factors, however, the
statistical model can be used to forecast the market price for a standard-
ized, or "qualtty adjusted," property over time. As an appraisal togl, this
standard hedonic regression facilitates anappraisal of the value, Vr, of a
property with characteristics X at tlme t through the computation of

It, :11k,71. e)
Even when the correct set of property characteristjcs and the correct
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functional form are employed, however, the standard method may fail to
use fully the available i:rformation. The value of any specific property tbat
was sold twice during a given time period presumably varies only with
respect to tlme, since the physical and locational characteristics of that
property would not have changed. But t}le standard model e4pressed in
equation I treats mulflple sales of the same property tn the same way as
multiple individual sales of very similar (but not identical) properties. In
short, with multple sales, the standard model does not use completely
the informati.on on property characteristics.

Because of this problem, it has been suggested that the characteristics
of each property be completely standardized with reference only to them-
selves, by confining the statistical analysis to properties that have been
sold more tlan once during a given time period (Bailey, Muth & Nourse
1963):

VNt : g(t,i).

This formulation, the weighted repeated sales method, avoids the prob-
lems of the standard model by relating a change in the selling price of a
property between time i and time t only to^the timing of the two trans-
acUons, or perhaps to th.e time interval (t - t) between sales. Price indices
for single-famiiy bouses have been computed using this technique by Mark
and Goldberg (1984), Palmquist (1980), and, more recently, by Case and
Shiller (1987).

Although this Iatter approach avoids the difficully of specifying and
measuring the various quality characteristics of reai properties, it does so
at considerable cost. By confining the analysis to properties sold more
than once, it can be exbemelywasteful of sales informaUon. In any market
run, the fraction of properties sold more than once is bound to be small.
The estimation strategr implicit in equation (3) simply ignores all infor-
mation on the sales prices and the characteristics of single transactions.

Also, the weighted repeat sales technique is inappropriate when any of
the characteristics of a property have been changed between sales dates.
More important, success in the identification of properties with changed
physical or locational characteristics entails the exclusion of still more
information on market values of such properties. It is a curious research
strategr indeed that excludes so much available information from the
analysis.

Table I summarizes one measure of the sacrifice in i::formation made
by the recent studies using the weighted repeat sales method. The table
indicates that despite the long tlme perlods included (from 14.5 years to
22yearc), only a small fraction of the observed sales in the seven housing
markets analyzed were repeat transactions. Thus, by conftning the sta-
tistical analysis to repeat sales, aimost two-thirds of Palmquist's sample

(3)
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TABLE 1

Samples of Sdes and Repeat Sales in Studies Ustng Weighted Repeat Sdes Methods
for Stngfle-Famlly Housing

Study and housing markets
analyzed

fuialysis time
period

Sample sizes
Repeat
sales

Tota.l
sales

Palmquist (1980)
King County, Washington

Mark and Goldberg (1984)
Fraser, Vancouver
Kerrisdale. Vancouver

Case and Shiller (1987)
Atlanta, Geor$a
Chicago, Ilinois
Dallas. To<as
San Francisco. California

14.5 yrs

22.0 yrs
22.0 yrs

16.5 yrs
16.5 yrs
16.5 yrs
16.5 yrs

4.785

4.376
r .398

22r,876
397.r83
2r 1,638
12r.909

I,613

1.695
660

8.945
15,530
6,669
8,066

of single-family housing transacilons was eliminated; in Case and Shiller's
analysis, more than 97 percent of the observed transacflons were ignored.

Consider now an aiternative research strates/ that combines the desir-
able features of equafions (1) and (3): it uses ilformation on all transac-
tions, whether single or multiple hansactions; it capitalizes on the
additional information available when multiple transactions are observed
on any property. We call this the hybrid method.

To focus on the essentiais. consider a very simplified model of real estate
values in which iniflal property values, Vo, vary with the quaiitative and
quanfitative aspects of properties, X, according to a simple exponential
relation:

logVo: logA*alogX, (4)

where A and a are parameters. Moreover, the value of a property at a given
time, V,, varies continuously over time t:

logVt: log Vo + bt,

or, equivalently,

logY, -  logA * a logX + bt ,  (61

where b is a parameter. This simple model implies tlat if we observe a
single transaction at ti.me f, the selling price of the property can be esti-

(5)
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mated from (6), which describes the standard model. Suppose, however,
we observe two sales of a property, at t and i, whose characteristics are
unchanged during the interval from i to t. From (5), the estimated selling
price is

logY,:  logVi + b(t- i ) ,

which describes the weigbted repeat sales model.
Flnally, suppose we observe two sales of a property at t and i, but, in

tbis case, suppose the characteristics of the property are changed from X
to X* at t*, t < t' < t. In this case it can be shown that

log%: logvi*  a log(x*/x)  + b(t- i ) ,  (8)

where the property characteristics included in the setX are Continuously
measured.

Equations 5, 6,7, and 8 provide alternative methods for estimating the
parameters of the appraisal model for three kinds of samples. Consistent
estimates of the para:neters can be obtained from arry of the three sam-
ples, at least as long as the samples are random.

Clearly, if information is available for two or more of these samples, as
in the studies reported in table 1, then all the information should be used
to estimate the parameters of the model. This is accomplished by esti-
mating the appropriate equations jointiy in the model of real estate prices.
The estimates themselves may be computed by generalized least squares
(see Case and Quigley 119881 for details).

Empirical tuialysis

The model presented in equations 5, 6, 7, and 8 is estimated from obser-
vations on the sales of single detached housing from the Kahala neigh-
borhood of Honolulu, Hawaii, during the period October 1980 to October
1987. The neighborhood consists of about I,100 residential parcels and
is bounded by Kahata Beach, the Waiaiae Golf Course, and the Kalani-
anaole Hrghway. The sample for this analysis consists of every sale in this
neighborhood during the seven-year period: 4I8 residential bansactions
involving 3 l0 separate properties.

The I980s were a period of rapidly rising prices in Hawaii, from an
already high base; this neighborhood is no exception The median saie
price of these dwellings was $372,000. In I980, the average transaction
was for $361,000. In 1987, unadjusted sales prices averaged $845,000.
More detail on the average characteristics of the sampied dweliings is re-
ported in table 2.

Table 3 summarizes the regression estimates based upon this body of
data. It represents estimates based upon the standard method (equation
6), the weighted repeat sales method (equation 7), an{the hybrid method

(7)
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TABLE 2

grrrrnrrTr Data and Regressloa Results
Standard deviadon and t raHo of esHmates in parentheses

Variable
Mean
value

Standard
model

Welghted
repeat

sales model
Hybrid
model

Intercept: A

Land area:a,
(square fcet)

Dtstance to shore:a,
(feet)

Llving area:a3
(square feet)

Other covered area:a.
(square feet)

Ag;e:ao
(years)

Bedrooms:4"
(number)

Bathrooms:a,
(number)

Fee simple:a"
{dummy)

Swimming pool:ao
(dummY)

Time:b
(thousands of days)

r2,r86
(5,266)
1.664

(1,079)
2,257
(757l,
557

(617)
25.4

( r6.0)
3.57

(0.88)
2.63

(0.79)
0.69

10.46)
0.5 r
(0.50)
l .5 r

(0.78)

7.479
(10.46)"

0.378
(5.70)"

-  0.166
(15.00)"

0.370
(6.36)..

-  0.013
(2.09).

- 0.057
(6.64)"

-  0.123
(1.85)
0.085
(r .53)
0.288

(10.04)"
0.059
Q.r7r
0.217
(9.84)"

-  0.136
u.40)

7.532
17.721"
0.301
(3.33). '

-  0.r66
(10.09) ' .

0.455
(6.58)"
0.0r9
(3.78). '
- .072
(6.91)"

- 0.082
(0.9s)
0.061
(0.93)
0.332
(9.35)"
0.094
(2.76l,"
0.069
(3.96)"

'Stabstically significant at the 0.05 level.
"StatisUcally significant at the 0.01 level.

(equations 6, 7, and 8). For completeness, it also presents estimates of
equation 8 for those properfies whose characteristics have been changed,
as well as estimates of equation 6 for the subsample of properties sold
only once.

As the table indicates, an analysis based on the weighted repeat sales
method is extremelywasteful of the information contained in this sample.
Of the 418 transacfions observed during the seven-year period. only 108
lnvolved mulflple transacflons on the same property, and of these only 47
involved multiple tansactions on properUes with unchanged character-
istics. An analysis based on the weighted repeat sales method uses only
I I percent of the data.

The table also reports the coefficients estimated for the time parameter
b, as well as its standard error, and the explained variailon in sales Prices
implied by each model. As compared to the results of the so-called stan-
dard model, the results of the weighted repeat sales model are suspect-
despite the high proporilon of the variation in sales prices accounted for
by the model, the standard error associated with b is much larger and the
estimated coefficient itself, contrary to expectations, is negailve
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TAALE 3

Est{r',ates of RcaI Estate Price Modcll
AII House Seles ls Elhda, Honolulu

October l9EO4ctobcr 1987

logv,=logA+alogX+bt
Standard Explained

Number of Estlnated error of variadon
observaHons coefficient. b coefficient, b ln model

Specification
and samPle

Standard model
All sales
Sin$e sales only

Muldple sales models
Welghted repeat

sales
Sales of changed

properUes

Hvbrid model

0.804
0.796

47

6i

418

-  0.136

0.059

0.069

0.097

0.099

0.017

0.955

0.897

0.887

'Each regression also includes a set of X variables which meastue land area, distance to
the shore, living area, other covered area, and the age of structure, as well as the number
of bedrooms and bathrooms, and binary variables for the presence of a swimming pool
and for the conveyance of Utle ln fee simple. Complete re$ression results for rows l, 3,
and 5 are reported in table 2.

In comparison with either of these.models, the hybrid model proposed
in this section performs better as measured by statistical significance,
and better than the standard model as measured by explained variailon.
Since the hybrid model uses the information recorded for all sales and
capitalizes on the additional information provided by repeat saies, this
result is to be expected. For this sample, however, the gains in statistical
significance appear to be quite large.

Practical Application to Verilication of Appraisals

The statistical model developed in the last section could have widespread
applicability in the mErnagement and evaluailon of real property apprais-
als. The statistical model could be used as a complement to traditional
appraisal methods or to verify the accuracy and reliability of tradiilonal
appraisals.

To illustrate this, figure I shows a graphic representation of some of
the results reported in table 2. Specifically, lt presents the 80 percent
confidence interval associated with forecasts of the market prlce over time
of a property with average physica,l and locational characteristics as esti-
mated using the standard and the hybrid models. For reasons already
noted, the confidence interval is considerably narrower for the hybrid model.

Suppose, for illustration, that a lender has estimated the hybrid model
indicated by the solld line and the associated confidence interval, and that

418
3r0

0.2t7
0.179

0.822
0.022
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FIGT'RE I

Forecest Price ofAverage Property
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Standard model Hvbrid model

an appraiser has subsequentiy presented an estimate of market value for
some specific property with given values of the characteristics x included
in the model. Let the symbol X on the diagram represent the appraised
value.

The distance d on the diagram is a measure ex ante of the confidence
of the lender in the report submitted by the appraiser. The larger the
distance d, the less likeiy it is that both the statistical model and the
appraisal are valid. As the diagram ls drawn, this can be given an e4plicit
probabilistic interpretation: if the model is correct, then t}le probability
that the actual value of the property is equal to or greater than the ap-
praised value X is only 0.2, corresponding to the distance d.

This interpretation suggests that the probability associated with an ap-
praisal can be used as a management tool by lenders, insurers, public
agencies, or other participants in real estate markets. If, conditional upon
the statistical model, the value reported by the appraiser is relatively un-
likely, then addition-al resoruces should be devoted to verification of the
appraisal value. The particular decision rule adopted by a manager will
depend on the cost of verifying an appraisal and the cost associated with
appraisal error.

Presumably the costs associated with appraisal error are asymmetric.
In the housing maJket, for example, an appraisal that is "too low" may
result in lost business for a lender or insurer, whereas an appraisal that
is "too high" will generally increase the default risk to the lender or in-

- - - --

- - -  

-2?
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surer. Similarly, a low appraisal would result ln lost property ta;<.revenues
for a public agency, but a hrgh appraisal might be considered confiscatory.

Clearly it can be of siSnificpt beneftt for a lender or other participant
in the real estate market to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of inde-
pendeut property appraisals. The evidence based on this sarnple suggests
that tbe hybrid model could permtt substantial improvements over other
more conventional approaches in the evaluation of appraised property
rralues.
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